Purdue Metrology uses Google Analytics, this is mainly to see what pages of our website are the most popular, in order to help us improve the website.

Cookies

Purdue Metrology uses no addition Cookies to the basic ones required by our website host (Toolkit Websites Ltd) Their information is as follows:

“We are delighted to confirm that according to our interpretation of the current guidance from the ICO (the Information Commissioners Office) & recent GDPR (General Data Protection Regulation) legislation that all websites by Toolkit Websites LTD that do not use third party tracking or analytic services are compliant, as standard, with EU Cookie Laws.

As standard all of our websites only create two Cookies and these cookies are ‘Absolutely Necessary’ for the functioning of your website. These cookies are ‘ASP.NET_SessionId’ and "JSESSIONID". ‘ASP.NET_SessionId’ stores a ‘Session ID’ which is used by Microsoft .NET Framework to deliver the web pages to the visitor.

The New Relic JSESSIONID cookie is used to store a session identifier so that New Relic can monitor session counts for our applications. The cookie value is generated by Jetty.

We use “New Relic” to help us track any potential server errors and review the performance of our hosting platforms.

These cookies expire at the end of sessions which is when a visitor goes to another website or closes their browser window.

Because they does not remain on your computer it has no way of tracking your website usage or retaining any of your data post expiry. This means consent is not required.

Cookie Names: ASP.NET_SessionId, JSESSIONID”

Contact form

Information submitted on the Contact form is used solely for the purposes of the inquiry in order to respond.

We hope this helps and thank you for visiting our website.